
Informal summary of investigations so far regarding the “value 
proposition” for statistical information management of a framework 
based on SDMX and other standards.

Note on the status of this document

The document has been drafted by the project team and is not a formal ABS “position paper” on the current 
situation, on the drivers for change and on possible ways forward.  In fact, in order to meet the deadline for 
inclusion as a background/supporting document for the SDMX Global Conference, this draft has not yet been 
peer reviewed within the ABS.  The draft may be revised subsequently to that deadline based on peer and 
local management feedback in the ABS.

This document should not be quoted or referenced as an ABS paper or as representing an ABS position.    

Introduction

This document summarise investigations undertaken during the second half of 2008 by a project team within 
the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) in regard to the “value proposition” of a standards based, outwards 
looking, “whole of enterprise level” approach to statistical information management to support end to end 
(e2e) statistical production processes.

One of the key enablers investigated was the Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange (SDMX) standard.

http://www.sdmx.org
 

The investigation documented below is still a work in progress, with thinking (both within the project team 
and across the ABS more generally) continuing to evolve.

This document summarises, for those who might be interested, what the project team has considered and 
concluded so far.  The relatively concise core of the document is a narrative of the journey to date.  Important 
additional elements are

● A summary of the business challenges which prompted the ABS to explore this path
● A summary of the proposed SESAME Framework as it currently stands

○ Standards Enabled Shared Active Metadata Environment 

A key aim of this document is to provide enough background to be able to attract comments, information and 
ideas from others.  Such feedback might relate to aspects of the path the work at the ABS has followed so 
far, but it might also relate to

● whether business challenges faced by other agencies are seen as similar or distinctly different
● whether or not a focus on statistical information management has been a key element of 

directions taken in response to these challenges
○ responses may, eg, have focused on application development, service oriented 

architecture and/or other ways forward without including a major focus on data (including 
metadata) reference models, enterprise information architecture, enterprise information 
management etc

● if statistical information management is a key element of the response then
○ is it based on external standards, an agency specific approach or independent 

approaches in different parts of the agency rather than a single reference model etc?
○ is it less concrete (eg common principles and a conceptual model but no registration or 

control of the information concepts and structures that processing steps use in practice) 
than the proposed SESAME framework or more strict (eg corporately preferred 
information concepts and structures are mandated for use by all processing steps, and 
this is applied in practice)

● what worked well, what was tried but didn't work so well, what are the plans/ideas for the future
● etc       

The ABS has an interest not only in the experiences and learnings of other agencies in this area (and a 
willingness to share our own in more detail) but also in active collaboration and sharing in regard to the way 
forward (eg development of shared frameworks, shared concepts and structures and possibly shared tools 
and utilities that can work with – eg support various production, consumption and management processes - 

http://www.sdmx.org/


statistical data and metadata defined and structured in this way).

Any questions and feedback in regard to the following document, including comments on other agencies' 
strategies, plans and experiences would be very much welcomed and can be referred to the author in the 
first instance (alistair.hamilton@abs.gov.au +61 2 6252 5416).   

Initial six week review

In July 2008 the Australian Statistician requested an initial six week assessment of the potential of SDMX V2 
to assist with achieving coherent end to end metadata management within the ABS.  SDMX was seen as 
possibly providing a “generic transport” from survey design to web dissemination.

Key themes were
● define once, use many times
● metadata driven statistical processes 
● a suitable conceptual model underpinning the metadata

Naturally, possible adoption of SDMX as a “generic transport” within the ABS was also seen as a tremendous 
opportunity  to greatly facilitate effective, efficient and standards based transport of content between the ABS 
and other parties - both domestically and internationally.

The project team was asked to assess whether there was an apparent “value proposition” that warranted 
more substantive work in this regard within the ABS.

Attachment 1 provides more information on the business problem/challenge which led to this possible way 
forward being considered.

Findings from the six week review

The review process quickly concluded that, in isolation, a decision to adopt SDMX V2 as a “generic 
transport” did not offer a compelling value proposition.  As part of a wider framework, however, application of 
SDMX was seen as potentially offering a very strong value proposition.

While the possible wider framework, including the terminology used to express it, is subject to further 
discussion within the ABS, the initial conception of it is illustrated below.

mailto:alistair.hamilton@abs.gov.au


Attachment 2 contains a brief description of the key elements of the above diagram.  The description makes 
reference to some of the “added ingredients” beyond SDMX V2 which were seen as required – including

● new corporate governance around definition and implementation of information concepts within 
processing applications and information repositories

● use of complementary standards, such as DDI (Data Documentation Initiative) and ISO/IEC 
11179, in an integrated manner to support specific purposes within a broader SDMX enabled 
framework

● possible application of additional “semantic technologies” to assist in defining, managing and 
achieving most effective use (and reuse) of registered concepts 

It was seen that adopting such a framework would set the ABS on a fundamentally different (and better) path 
in regard to internal data management and metadata management and how that relates to the outside world. 
Establishing the framework (eg the Structures and Concepts Registry, including governance processes, and 
the High Level Reference Model) would require a significant initial investment over the next couple of years – 
requiring a clearly demonstrated and externally approved business case to secure the required resources.

At the same time, the framework doesn't require that the ABS re-engineer all of our existing processing 
applications and information repositories immediately prior to introducing it.  Such “overnight” re-engineering 
of all existing ABS statistical infrastructure would be totally impractical in any case.

This is why the proposal is termed the “SESAME Framework”.  It is a new framework that would steer the 
organisation toward progressively achieving the desired Standards Enabled Shared Active Metadata 
Environment over time.

This alternative to “overnight re-engineering”, however, requires
● strong project management, together with availability of sufficient resources, to ensure that re-

engineering does progress in a timely, effective and coherent manner over subsequent years
● that the implementation of the framework supports a transitional situation (lasting for several 

years) where, eg
○ some processing applications are sourcing content in a “legacy” manner while others 

are sourcing the same information in the new manner
○ some repositories are implemented on a “legacy” basis where some processing systems 

are seeking to consume information from them in the new manner  



Prior to investing several staff months of resources in developing and negotiating the full business case for 
implementation, the six week study concluded that some aspects of the proposed was forward warranted 
further practical testing and evaluation.  (The project team needs to be certain of the feasibility of the 
approach before trying to sell the business case to others.)

These aspects included
● confirming it is practical to combine DDI relatively “seamlessly” with SDMX to describe the flow of 

data within the ABS from individual “unit” records (microdata) on “as collected” basis, through 
microediting, weighting etc through to aggregated (and, eg, seasonally adjusted) outputs   

● broadly confirming that existing “islands of coherence” within the ABS, eg
○ around storage and processing of input data from business surveys
○ around storage and processing of input data from household survey
○ around the “output data warehouse” and the production of outputs for dissemination from it
can work efficiently and effectively with the proposed common standards based “bridging format” for 
data and metadata during the long transition process

● confirming common ABS platforms (eg Oracle, SAS, Blaise) can work efficiently and effectively within 
this framework

● confirming that adopting the framework would, in practice, significantly better position the ABS for 
effective, high value, interchange of data and metadata both domestically and internationally

Planning the next steps

The above findings were discussed with the Australian Statistician and the heads of the ABS divisions related 
to Methodology, Technology and Dissemination.  There was general agreement that the value proposition 
involving application of SDMX within a broader framework should be pursued further.

Another couple of weeks were then allocated to developing a broad project plan that mapped out what the 
next steps might be and estimated the time frames and resource allocations required to undertake them.

The plan suggested that Phase 1 would involve
● confirming the four technical points listed at the end of the previous section
● discussing with the rest of the organisation, and with key domestic parties external to the ABS, the 

“business challenge” the proposal is seeking to address
○ this may lead to nuancing of the definition of the business challenge and of the way forward 

to be proposed in the full business case developed in Phase 2 (eg better aligning the 
proposed way forward with strategic responses that others are already pursuing or planning)

○ it should mean in Phase 2 that stakeholders better understand the purpose for the business 
case and can better, and more enthusiastically, contribute to its definition and development

● seeking to identify and confirm opportunities for collaboration beyond the ABS, particularly in regard 
to the High Level Reference Model

○ a shared High Level Reference Model, readily and commonly expressible via SDMX, is likely 
to take some time to establish collaboratively, and will underpin the rest of the 
implementation, so it is best to start sooner rather than later on this work stream

○ in any case, even if the rest of the business case did not proceed for some reason, a shared 
High Level Reference Model would be of value to the ABS, other agencies and – most likely – 
the SDMX Consortium, so it is not too much of a risk to pursue it prior to confirming 
implementation funding for the framework as a whole

● developing one or more recommended “implementation options” for a change framework that 
includes application of SDMX within the ABS as a key enabling component

○ the preferred option selected by ABS top management would then form the basis for a full 
business case that sought funding to implement the option and that also identified, and 
committed to, measurable benefits arising from the investment    

Phase 2 would involve preparing the full business case for implementation.  Practical implementation would 
then proceed if the business case was accepted and funded.

It was concluded that, in total, the various aspects of Phase 1 would require significant resources (eg around 
four people for a number of months) to be diverted from other high priority work.

Phase 0



Given the level of investment required for Phase 1, Phase 0 was commenced which involved consulting the 
remaining Division Heads (eg those directly responsible for production of statistical outputs rather than the 
“enabling” divisions) on the nature of the “business challenge” and on the nature of the proposed way 
forward.

While a “whole of enterprise” approach to statistical information management was agreed to be highly 
desirable from a conceptual perspective, and to have the potential to lead to very substantial benefits for the 
ABS and external stakeholders over time, questions were raised as to whether it would be a sound practical 
direction at this time based on cost, scope and capabilities.

The main alternative proposed was to focus on tuning existing business process streams more or less 
independently rather than based on a “whole of enterprise” framework.  In the short term this would 
represent a simpler, cheaper approach.  Alternatively to, or along side, that option there could be a focus on 
developing a “whole of enterprise” approach to structuring data and metadata for dissemination purposes – 
without seeking to apply a common framework to data and metadata flowing through processes internal to 
the ABS.

A question was also raised, however, as to whether – from a strategic perspective looking at likely challenges 
and requirements facing the ABS over the next decade or more – the organisation could afford not to move 
toward a “whole of enterprise” approach to statistical information management.

Balancing these high level strategic options for moving forward is still being worked through by top 
management within the ABS.



Attachment 1 – Summary of business challenge and drivers for change 

Description of the business problem/challenge

The challenge can be seen in terms of the coherence of statistical information management from an 
“enterprise” (whole of ABS) perspective, considering all the end to end steps within statistical production 
processes within the ABS, all the different subject matter domains for which statistics are produced and all 
the different types of data sources (eg administrative data, survey data, censuses, data resulting from 
analyses/compilations from multiple primary data sources from within and beyond the ABS) which are 
utilised.  Operational commitment to sound management of statistical information is very strong within the 
ABS, and the capabilities of staff are well developed, but sometimes from a high level strategic perspective 
the local efforts don't fit together as well as they could, and aren't as well supported by corporate 
frameworks, corporate data and metadata repositories and corporate processing infrastructure as well as 
they could be.  

The challenge can arise from the way statistical business objects (eg datasets, classifications, data elements 
and their components, collection instruments, questions and question modules) are defined, modelled and 
managed in their own right, and also to the way relationships between these business objects are modelled 
and managed.  A lot of the current statistical information modelling is implicit rather explicit and is wholly local 
rather than being based on a well defined, open, standards aligned common template for the ABS as a 
whole.  

The fact that the approach to information modelling is inconsistent (and often not explicit) leads to problems 
in information management.

These information management challenges are then compounded by a range of other issues.  As suggested 
in Attachment 3, however, if the high level information model can be agreed on a corporate level then this 
greatly facilitates the addressing some of the other statistical information management issues.       

Statistical information in this context is defined as data and metadata used actively by, and produced by, end 
to end statistical processes.  This includes information that :

● is subjected to processing (eg inputs that get transformed by a process)
● gets produced as outputs from processes (and, in some cases, then disseminated)
● is used to drive processes (eg inputs to a process that determine how the process operates, but which 

are not transformed by it)
● is used to define processes themselves and how those process steps are combined together into 

workflows for a particular collection  

Within the ABS "Islands of coherence" for statistical information management do exist, and have tended to 
grow over time eg

● around storage and processing of input data from business surveys
● around storage and processing of input data from household survey
● around the “output data warehouse” and the production of outputs for dissemination from it

It is also the case, however, that these islands are not fully consistent with each other in terms of their 
statistical information models.  At a minimum a statistical collection needs to undertake difficult "island 
hopping" as part of it's end to end process (eg redefine and re-enter metadata in a different form and 
establish and apply "local" processes to reshape data as part of moving between islands).

Not all statistical activities undertaken within the ABS fit well with existing "islands" in any case.  Business 
and household surveys have the best generic support, leaving the following :

● administrative byproduct collections
● accounts compilation
● compilation and analysis across multiple (possibly including non ABS) data sources     

less well supported in the end to end context 

As a quick illustration of the problem



● the ABS classification development environment
● each of the three “islands of coherence” dot pointed above
● other facilities used within the ABS

all embody "similar, but significantly different in places" understandings of "What is a classification?", 
including :

● allowable characteristics of a classification
● the nature and allowable attributes of various subcomponents of classifications
● what constitutes a "fundamentally different classification" compared with  variants and versions of the 

same classification
● how to describe relationships between "different" classifications
● terminology (eg two systems using the same term to designate different concepts in regard to 

classifications, or using different terms to designate the same concept) 

A question such as "Are the end to end processes for this collection using the "standard" industry 
classification?" cannot be posed in a manner that is both simple and meaningful when end to end 
components do not agree on "What is a classification?" in the first place.

In addition, because existing processing steps are being driven on different bases, including ways that are 
often not transparent to subject matter staisticians, there may be an assumption (in lieu of visible 
contradictory evidence) that these processes are taking place in full accordance with the preferred high level 
metadata definitions and frameworks associated with that survey, or other statistical activity.  While the 
details of what is actually happening in each process step at a systematic level is likely to be in broad 
alignment with what is expected (otherwise evidence of the divergence would most likely be visible enough 
to be readily detected in validation of output from the process) the degree of actual alignment may not be 
precisely as expected.

Classifications are one example of the issue.  "Fixing" classifications in isolation would not change the 
general fact.  This is explained and explored in more detail in Attachment 3.

Business consequences to date

For cyclical collections with no significant change between cycles the lack of end to end integration in data 
and metadata management described above decreases efficiency, adds to elapsed time and increases risk 
of error being introduced or process failure.

These costs and risks increase by orders of magnitude when statistical or business process changes are 
introduced between cycles.  This contributes significantly to "cost and risk based inertia" to change being 
made to current end to end processes.

The end to end implications are more serious for the design and implementation of new collections.  They 
contribute significantly to lead and lag times.

In a statistical sense, as described under the previous heading, the lack of explicit and consistent definition, 
modelling and management of statistical  business objects during end to end processing means the ABS will 
tend to produce statistics that are not as closely and surely aligned with statistical frameworks as they might 
have been.  The practical degree of alignment, after end to end processing, of data with these frameworks 
may not be as accurately known to subject matter statisticians within the ABS as they expect.  The extent of 
alignment may therefore tend to be (marginally) overstated in data quality statements, and issues arising 
from end to end processing may be understated as a potential source of unintentional divergence/error. 

Drivers for a changed approach

There is a school of thought which suggests that over the past decade or so

● the ABS has operated successfully in the face of these challenges, and/or
● the situation has incrementally become “less bad”, eg

○ emergence of more extensive, better developed, “islands of coherence”
○ some increases in processes making practical use of, and aligning with, concepts defined in the 

ABS Corporate Metadata Repository (CMR)   

From the perspective of the Australian Statistician, however, it is clear the environment in which the ABS will 



operate, and the challenges it will face, in the next decade may mean that a simple extension of the 
approach taken in the last decade is not be adequate.  Reasons for this include :

1. The need to remain relevant to rapid and often unpredictable changes to information requirements

The ABS is increasingly being asked to respond in timely and efficient manner to new and changed data 
requirements from government and society.  Lead and lag times, and costs of change, which were once 
reluctantly accepted as reasonable by key external stakeholders may no longer be accepted.  The 
relevance of the ABS in meeting new information needs may therefore diminish if we are unable to 
significantly reduce current costs and risks based inertia to change.

2. Increased demand for thematic analysis cutting across “islands of coherence”

Statistical collections have often seen themselves as “production lines” which accept inputs, process 
them and produce self contained outputs.  “Islands of coherence” developed over the past decade mean 
there are now larger scale, more efficient, higher quality and better integrated “production lines” in regard 
to business surveys and in regard to household surveys.  Thematic analysis, however, seeks to bring 
together data from these two separate production lines with statistical datasets from outside the ABS and 
administrative data sources.  There is an increased expectation beyond the ABS that data should be able 
to be brought together and analysed in this way.  Lack of commonality (or simple and well defined 
interoperability) in statistical information modelling and management increases the cost, complexity and 
statistical imprecision of thematic analysis.

3. Demand for wider exposure and use of ABS metadata beyond internal processing environments

The ABS seeks to better inform external users about the statistics produced by the ABS, including 
helping them make better use of those statistics, helping them make better informed decisions based on 
them and encouraging them, where relevant, to apply the same frameworks, definitions and 
classifications to statistics they produce.  This can include sharing metadata related to survey questions, 
input data elements, statistical derivations and transformations etc.  Once this metadata sourced from 
different “islands of coherence”, structured in different ways and using different terminology and 
concepts, starts being exposed externally as information objects it will become confusing for external 
users seeking to understand and apply these (often “home grown”) metadata concepts.  The lack of 
coherence within the ABS will also become more visible beyond the ABS.  This undermines the ABS 
ability to “lead by example” in encouraging other agencies to adopt common, standards based metadata 
management practices.

4. Increasing requirement, and desire, for “interoperability” beyond the ABS

There are several facets to this driver.

One is the desire to be able to develop effective technology solutions to ABS business requirements by 
moving to an “assemble and integrate” approach, founded on the most suitable commercial and/or open 
source software.  This contrasts with past very large investments in building and maintaining highly 
customised infrastructure suites which, while possibly “state of the art” when commissioned, rapidly 
became outmoded because they were too complex, specialised and expensive to evolve in a cost 
effective manner.

Another facet is the desire to be able to collaborate with other agencies (eg of the Australian Government 
or with other National Statistical Offices and/or International Organisations) in developing improved 
statistical processes and capabilities (eg around classification coding, time series analysis, data 
dissemination).  These might have, for example, an “open source” foundation.  Where relevant the ABS 
would seek to make these capabilities, once developed, available more widely within the National 
Statistical Service (NSS) as a contribution that supplements the existing ABS contributions of data and of 
professional consultancy advice on statistical matters.   

A third facet is the need to support more effective and efficient application of ABS data processing, 
integration and output capabilities to increasing volumes of data from administrative and other sources 
where the basic design and capture of data is not controlled by the ABS.     

In these contexts the idea of a completely independent information model "internal" to the ABS (or 
multiple variations on one at the moment) is becoming less tenable. In addition to being internally 
coherent, there is a need for the information model used by the ABS in future to be more "open" and 



outwardly focused.  This tends to imply a standards based approach.

5. New dissemination directions

Without a change to how we manage information within the ABS, re-engineering a multitude of end to 
end processes, each in a different way, to pass through additional information content (eg geocoding or 
links to other new structural or reference metadata) which is required to support new ABS dissemination 
directions is likely to be expensive and slow to achieve.  The ABS may become less responsive to new 
end user demands, expectations and preferences in terms of the way data is packaged and presented. 
We will also be limited in our ability to have ABS output to interoperate well with other sources of 
statistical data and with geospatial and/or research data that is not explicitly statistical in terms of its 
nature and available metadata.  With the trend toward content “mash-ups” and “mesh-ups” on the web, 
this will be a liability.

6. Emergence of new capabilities and enablers which reduce the costs and risks associated with a changed 
approach

Capabilities and enablers for a changed approach, such as externally agreed and supported information 
models, standards, schemas and technologies, exist in a much better defined, more proven and better 
supported form than they did even five years ago.  The risks of acting are decreasing at the same time 
that the risks of not acting (eg failure to meet new external requirements and expectations, failure to 
provide leadership in a strategic sense at the national level) are increasing. 

7. Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) 

The move to SOA could be one of the most important technical enablers related to the previous point. 
Many different end user applications (eg related to survey design, input validation, aggregation, analysis 
and dissemination) could interact with the same information object (eg a statistical classification) in a 
consistent manner by each making use of a common underlying service or package of services.

Implementation of SOA without a coherent, well understood, well governed underlying information model, 
however, has the potential to massively exacerbate existing problems.  For example, rather than having 
half a dozen core corporate application environments embodying subtly different approaches to “what is 
a classification” the current lack of coherence could be extended across dozens of different services 
developed by different areas for different purposes (all of which have something to do with classifications 
and/or various applications or representations of them but which possibly interact with other information 
objects also).



Attachment 2 – Summary of the SEASAME Framework 

A more comprehensive description of the above framework has been produced within the ABS but it is filled 
with references to ABS specific terminology, systems and organisational units.  The following summarises 
five of the most important aspects of the above diagram in terms that are hopefully understandable beyond 
the ABS.      

Content Sets

These comprises data and metadata content, rendered as SDMX datasets and metadatasets, being 
produced and consumed in accordance with structural definitions held in the SESAME Registry.

Although the number of different structures defined in the registry is still likely to be very high (eg thousands) 
reuse rather than registration of new structures will be encouraged.  For example, a processing application 
might source input from two different metadatasets based on two different, already registered, structures. 
Each of these metadatasets may also includes additional information not required by that particular 
application.  This is seen as preferable to centrally defining, registering and managing a new customised 
structure which comprises only the precise subset of information content that specific application needs.

Repositories and processing applications may hold content internally, and operate on that content, in a very 
different form to the datasets and metadatasets they consume from other applications/repositories or that 
they produce for others to consume.  In this sense the approach doesn't interfere with the “internal worlds” of 
applications and repositories, although it does shape how they exchange content with other applications and 
repositories.  As new repositories and applications are developed, however, it is expected they would tend to 
minimise the need for “reshaping” between “internal” and “external” structures – although there may still be 
cases where reshaping was warranted for, eg, optimising local processing efficiency.  

Structures and Concepts (SESAME) Registry

This would become the crucial “pivot” for the new approach.  Using clear registration statuses and other cues 
it would hold definitions of “preferred” structures and “preferred” concepts in accordance with the High Level 
Reference Model but also structures and concepts in defined in accordance with what existing repositories 
support and what existing statistical processing applications require.  Even where “non preferred” structures 



were required, the aim would be to ensure those structures included as many “preferred” concepts as 
possible and as few specialised “non preferred” concepts as possible.

The key will be governance and other management processes rather than the technological aspects.  Firstly 
there will be the need for those responsible for existing processing applications to express their inputs and 
their outputs in a general form as structures and concepts, and those responsible for existing data and 
metadata repositories to do likewise.  They may be guided in this by existing structures and concepts defined 
in accordance with the High Level Reference Model (eg reusing them where possible) but most aspects of 
most actual inputs and outputs at the outset may not align with this Model.

There will then be a process between the registration authority and those responsible for individual 
applications and repositories to determine, in particular, which concepts are truly new (and, ideally, capture 
an impression of how they seem to relate to other, similar but different, concepts to aid with possible future 
harmonisation/rationalisation of business concepts).  In many cases there may be a match with the same 
concept used by another application or repository – so it will be a case of looking for matches against all 
registered concepts rather than only matches to those concepts aligned with the High Level Reference 
Model (although the latter are to be preferred if multiple possible matches are identified).

On the other hand, the registration process can't be allowed to “match” two concepts that are subtly, but 
meaningfully, distinct.  For example, if one application work successfully with  98% of the valid 
“classifications” to be exposed by a particular repository then – in practical terms – the two are not premised 
on exactly the same concept of “what is a classification” even though the match is very close.

Most concepts required by existing applications and repositories that are not drawn from the High Level 
Reference Model should be “legacy” in the sense that they need to be supported at this time but when the 
relevant applications/repositories are redeveloped/replaced a “preferred” concept drawn from the Model 
should be utilised instead.  There need to be governance processes, however, such that if a concept is 
identified that has an ongoing “legitimacy” (ie business need to exist) beyond any “legacy” use then either the 
Model can be updated/extended to reflect this newly identified need or else the concept recognised in some 
other way as not simply “legacy”.

While the structures and concepts can be defined within SDMX and managed within an SDMX registry, 
discussions within the ABS have suggested complementary application of ISO 11179, or various “semantic” 
technologies, may be required in addition to help support the identification, description and management of 
concepts which are “identical”, “similar but subtly different” etc.

In addition to capturing structures and concepts, the registry would be  likely to have a crucial role in 
managing “structure mappings”.  These would assist, where relevant, in relating ABS structures to each other 
and in describing the relationships between “preferred” structures within the ABS and various structures used 
outside the ABS.   
 
High Level Reference Model

If the proposed application of SDMX related only to exchanging data between applications and repositories 
within the ABS then the SDMX Information Model might go a long way toward meeting this need.

● Even just in terms of description of data, however, it appears SDMX wouldn't completely meet the 
need because it is designed for describing and exchanging aggregate data rather than “unit 
record” (microdata) which is often encountered within National Statistical Offices.
○ At the moment ABS expects DDI could be married up with SDMX (the two have been designed 

to work together) to fully meet the “data description” need.       

A key aspiration, however, is to achieve consistent “end to end” definition and application of metadata within 
the ABS.  This includes, for example, the structural definition of collection instruments, questions and 
question modules, sample frames etc being able to be shared across relevant ABS applications and 
repositories.

Some of this content should also be able to be made available beyond the ABS.  One purpose for wider 
exposure is to provide richer contextual documentation of the statistics produced.  Another can be reuse 
where relevant (eg other agencies being able to make use of question modules, data element definitions, 
classifications etc which have been designed and tested by the ABS).  Such reuse may

● reduce development time and cost
● improve quality by using “tried and true” metadata
● increase the ability to meaningfully compare and integrate different sets of data          



The SDMX Information Model doesn't address (and doesn't set out to address) these aspects.  Once a 
decision is made on how to model this metadata, however, SDMX does allows for Metadata Structure 
Definitions to be developed based on that model.

It might be seen as unexpected that there is currently a gap in this regard within the ABS.  There are implicit 
or explicit “information models” underpinning many of the current metadata and data repositories in use 
within the ABS at this time.  Many of these “information models”, however, are even older than the 
repositories themselves (eg some data back more than 15 years).  They predate standards and good 
practice which are now recognised and widely applied outside the ABS.  They also predate “lessons learned” 
by the ABS since the repositories were first established.  Also, as the models were developed at different 
times in the context of different development projects, with different information modelling needs, the different 
information models do not fit together with each other coherently as a whole.  They actively contradict each 
other in some cases.

In some cases, also, the conceptual integrity and coherence of a particular model was heavily compromised 
to fit with existing practices and systems rather than cleanly modelling what the ABS aspired to in the future. 

It remains the case that any future approach to metadata management must work in the current state as well 
as guiding us toward the desired future state.  Recognising a High Level Reference Model separately from 
the implicit modelling in repositories and applications as they currently exist, and using the SESAME Registry 
to connect the two and effect change in the right direction over time, should assist greatly in this regard.

The ABS is very keen to see as much as possible of the High Level Reference Model come directly from an 
externally recognised reference model.  We would also be keen for the reference model, as something 
recognised and supported by multiple agencies, achieve agreed and recommended expression as a set of 
SDMX Metadata Structure Definitions (or, if that's not achievable, some form of less specific but still useful 
recognition within in content oriented guidelines)  In this case the guidelines might not suggest that agencies 
should adopt this reference model but provide recommended representations (maximising interoperability 
with other adopters) should an agency choose to either adopt the reference model or choose to be able to 
map their own information model to it for external exchange purposes.

Possible starting points identified so far might be
● MetaNet Reference Model
● DDI V3 Information Model (once rendered explicitly)
● Recent SDMX related modelling work by Professor Sundgren

○ see Section 5 of http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/5/58/38541998.doc
● The CMR model developed by Dan Gillman some years ago

○ some previous references in the context of SDMX are mentioned in 
http://www.unece.org/stats/documents/ece/ces/ge.40/2006/wp.8.e.pdf

It is not anticipated that the scope of, and content from, any one of these starting points would provide 
“absolutely everything required”.  Given the level of expertise, intellectual effort and “reality testing” that has 
already gone into each of them, however, starting again completely “from scratch” should be a very last (and 
unlikely) resort.

Also it is proposed that the approach be “pragmatic” in the sense that it is not so much a question of which 
approach is best from a purely theoretical sense but what seems likely to be most effective as a practical and 
widely adopted reference model.  It would seem better to establish an agreed and supported outcome after, 
eg 18 months, even if everyone views the result as an acceptable, but less than desirable, compromise – 
and just an initial version that will need elaboration and refinement over time – rather than spending twice as 
long, or more, on an approach that might add an extra 5% or 10% in terms of overall satisfaction.

Corporate Information Repositories

This is largely explained on the diagram.  It spans both data stores and metadata stores.  A diverse range of 
ABS specific stores are encompassed at the moment.  The structures of these stores are not always 
conceptually consistent with each other.  At a practical workflow level there is even less consistency and 
integration across them.

If redevelopment and replacement of repositories were to occur in future based on the High Level Reference 
Model, and that model is held in common with other agencies, then it is possible the design, and even the 
construction, of new repositories, their information services and their business logic, could be shared with 

http://www.unece.org/stats/documents/ece/ces/ge.40/2006/wp.8.e.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/5/58/38541998.doc


other agencies.     

Workflow      

Modelling of the workflow is shown as based on the Generic Statistical Business Process Model (GSBPM) 
proposed within METIS (see http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/download/attachments/5472434/GSBPM
+Dec_08.doc?version=1).

One reason for proposing the a high level structure for the modelling the end to end statistical production 
process be based on the GSBPM is to facilitate greater collaboration and interoperability in regard to this 
aspect of framework (process design and the design of processing applications) in addition to collaboration 
based around other aspects (eg possible common high level reference model, possible shared use of data 
and metadata structure definitions, possible shared design of new repositories).

The GSBPM is predated within the ABS by something developed locally and known as the “E2E Caterpillar”. 

The ABS Caterpillar is presented and discussed, including with reference to the GSBPM, in the ABS entry in 
the METIS wiki.

http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/2.+Statistical+metadata+systems+and+the
+statistical+business+process+%28Australia%29

The ABS is likely in future to either
● adopt the GSBPM in place of the Caterpillar in future, or
● establish bi-directional mapping between the two  

http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/2.+Statistical+metadata+systems+and+the+statistical+business+process+(Australia)
http://www1.unece.org/stat/platform/display/metis/2.+Statistical+metadata+systems+and+the+statistical+business+process+(Australia)


Attachment 3 – “Classifications” as an example of the challenge

Why it is hard to talk coherently about coherence in statistical information modelling

The idea of a lack of coherence in statistical information modelling, and its implications for statistical 
business processes and the cross cutting utility of outputs from them, appears to be intuitively and deeply 
understood by those who work in the field of metadata management and related disciplines.

What is being talked about is often hard for others from outside those fields to recognise (eg it is easily 
confused with related, but distinctly different, issues).  It is typically even more difficult for them to appreciate 
the significant practical business implications of any lack of coherence.

Providing illustrations related to one specific type of metadata, in regard to one specific set of business 
requirements, processes and outputs, often triggers either a “so what?” response (eg “We've survived for 
decades already without addressing that lack of coherence, so why tackle it now?”) or an attempt to define a 
cheaper, simpler “point” solution to that one specific instance of the issue.

The latter response is readily understandable – tackling the problem one tangible step at a time is a concrete 
approach that provides some benefits in a shorter time frame.  The overall problem typically appears too big 
and complex to understand, let alone successfully address, holistically.

The approach being proposed currently is to recognise the problem overall, and establish a framework for 
addressing that problem overall, but still progressing implementation of that framework one step at a time 
rather than in a monumental “big bang” approach.  The risk of “point” solutions without that broader 
framework is that while each individual point solution is cheaper and simpler than developing and applying a 
broader framework when responding to various aspects of challenge, if unrelated or loosely related “point” 
solutions ended up being developed and applied for all aspects of the problem then it is posited that total 
cost would end up being significantly higher.  Without question, the overall results from a string of “point” 
solutions would not be as coherent and integrated as the outcome of a set of framework driven 
developments.

The example

In the context of the caveats provided above, a brief example will be provided in terms of “classifications”.

Note that “classifications” is used in a loose sense in this example rather than in a strict sense as set out in, 
eg, the Neuchatel terminology.

http://www.unece.org/stats/cmf/Part%20I%20Neuchatel_version%202_1.pdf  

The example is more about typical “business application” of constructs (directly or indirectly) related to 
classifications rather than about classifications themselves.  The loose use of the term “classification” reflects 
the common approach taken by those responsible for such business application and can be regarded, in 
fact, as a symptom of the problem being described.    

Illustrating relationship of ”coherent statistical information” with “coherent statistical information modelling”

The example can be used first of all to highlight the difference between a lack of coherence in statistical 
information modelling and a lack of coherence in statistical information.  It can also illustrate the relationship 
between the two. 

This distinction, and the relationship, is one of the most common causes of the confusion (mentioned in the 
introductory section) when talking with subject matter staff about this information management challenge. 

Imagine three sets of data, one collected and coded based on the current standard version of ANZSIC 
(Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification), one collected and coded based on NAICS 
(the North American equivalent) and one collected and coded based on a variant of ANZSIC where some 
base level classification items from the standard version of ANZSIC have been dissected and then 
recombined in non standard ways.

The differences between ANZSIC, NAICS and the ANZSIC variant are likely to add to difficulties/issues when 
comparing and relating the three sets of data.  This is an example of a lack of coherence in statistical 



information.

Nevertheless, correspondence tables between the three classifications might
● allow some data to be compared directly
● allow clear identification of which data is not comparable based on classification differences
● support some recoding of data from one classification to another based on either 1:1 matches or 

approximate weighted splitting of data  

In practice, however, issues related to coherence of statistical information within the ABS (and other NSOs to 
a greater or lesser degree?) are greatly complicated because of the lack of coherence of statistical 
information management concepts – as illustrated in the following section.

“What is a classification?” - Basic problems and business impacts

If there isn't a uniformly applied (including in system design) detailed definition of “what is a 
classification” (and, therefore, of what does not qualify as a classification) we will always first need to 
establish whether we mean the same thing in practice by the term “classification” before we identify whether 
at the “coherence of statistical information” level we're talking about a standard implementation of a specific 
classification, a variant on that classification or something else again.

This also means undertaking a step based on reconciling concepts and structures related to what is meant 
by the term “classification” before, eg, we can know whether a standard repository of classifications, and the 
services associated with it, is conceptually relevant to our needs or not.  This is before we (possibly) proceed 
to try to establish whether the specific classification we want to reference/use is already within the repository.

Often it may be that the classification (in an theoretical sense) we want is held in the repository but we can't 
make systematic use of the content because our “information model” of “what is a classification” is 
incompatible in some way.  In this case statistical information management concepts are holding us back 
from content reuse.

Business contexts for “classifications”?

Most applications of classifications generally accept that classifications (or classification versions as per 
Neuchatel terminology) will be associated with

● one (or more) sets of codes for classification items
● one (or more) sets of labels for classification items
● possibly definitions and/or footnotes associated with classification items
● possibly other information associated with classification items (eg dates valid, upper and lower cut off 

values used for coding continuous variables, units of measure for commodity classifications etc)
● some support for describing structural relationships between classification items, ranging from 

support for simple level based “parent/child” relationships to supporting complex, multi-path 
hierarchical relationships (possibly including “partial” levels, appearance of a classification item at 
more than one level etc)

Business definition and application of “classifications” may adhere to conceptual advice about good practice 
(eg given in the OECD Glossary http://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=350) but may not.  (Even 
Neuchatel doesn't explicitly insist on the “exhaustive” aspect of “exclusive and exhaustive”.)

Once a repository is established to store classifications, and services provided to access and use this 
information, many business applications may see value in applying the same infrastructure to help them 
define, manage and use structured and unstructured lists of categories that are not really “statistical 
classifications” (eg representing of the organisational structure of sections, branches, divisions, representing 
the types of time series adjustment performed in the ABS, representing the standard set of status indicators 
able to be applied to a business unit in a register from which survey samples are drawn etc)

Such business usage can be objected to from a “purist” perspective.  At a practical level, however, such 
usage may be preferable to having those other lists/structures managed in a less controlled and inconsistent 
manner.  It may also be preferable to developing a completely separate repository and set of services for this 
purpose.  The latter repository and services might seem confusingly similar to the equivalent for 
classifications.  Both might often need to be utilised side by side to support specific business applications 
(one to source structured classificatory information and the other to source other information structured in 
functionally the same way).



It may be, instead, that a “type” of classification/structure becomes supported as an attribute for the existing 
repository and services so that “statistical classifications” don't become lost amongst other content.

Why complete separation of “classifications” from business process considerations isn't appropriate

There can also be a line of thought that “classifications” can be seen as completely divorced from the 
mechanics of statistical business processes.

Often these business process purposes are best directly supported through something along the lines of an 
ISO/IEC 11179 Value Domain or an SDMX code list.

Where these Value Domains/Code Lists are to be used strictly for structural processing purposes (eg 
determining the set of valid values for codes contained in a field in a specific dataset) vast proliferation can 
arise because, eg,

● one purpose may need to support responses of “not applicable”, “not known”, “refused to provide 
information” etc in addition to categories recognised within a classification 

● other purposes may require that various subsets of those “other responses” are not allowed, 
requiring different value domains / code lists

● many purposes may seek
○ to allow only specific combinations of categories from certain levels and/or ranges within 

a “classification” 
○ to accept most categories but specifically disallow some
○ etc

This can lead to a huge number of value domains / code lists that are “similar, but different in detail” based 
on their specific structural purpose in regard to statistical processing 

If all of these are set up as completely independent and unrelated value domains/code lists then activities 
such as the following become extremely time consuming and more error prone

● identifying the the practical degree of comparability and compatibility between datasets and 
processes that utilise value domains/code lists which seem “similar but different”

● identifying all the value domains / code lists used across all the statistical collection, processing and 
dissemination activities undertaken by all the subject matter domain areas within a statistical 
organisation which may need to be updated/versioned when a new version of a key “cross domain” 
classification (eg Industry) is released  

An approach of separately relating each value domain/code list to each other one (eg there may be 
thousands scattered though out the organisation in some way related to the ANZSIC classification) is also 
not practicable.

A higher level construct is required for business purposes for reference/grouping purposes.

It is not the role of this paper to say whether this higher level construct should be termed a “classification”. 
Examples might just be termed, eg, “reference structures” and linked to individual detailed value domains / 
code lists as well as linked to more “abstractly” defined classifications (eg some definitions would suggest 
that while codes can be associated with classification items the codes do not form part of the classification 
itself so an intermediate “reference structure” might define the preferred way of coding classification items). 

While there are good reasons not to “bolt” classifications directly into business processes (eg so every small 
variation in detailed requirements doesn't result in a new classification) the association of low level constructs 
(eg value domains/code lists) with these high level constructs (either directly or via intermediate “reference 
structures”) appears highly appropriate from a business perspective.  In order that these associations can be 
defined, managed and utilised coherently, it is best if every business application is informed by a common 
information model (or at least a common reference model) of how things fit together in this regard. 

Business Uses

It has been established in the previous section that value domains (and/or code lists in an SDMX context) 
shouldn't be considered completely separately to classifications, although they are not one in the same thing.

This linkage means classifications, and these constructs associated with them, are relevant to many 
business process steps in the end to end statistical business processing.



The definition of classifications may, for example, directly or indirectly influence aspects such as
● metadata driven layout of survey forms (eg the number and arrangement of data capture 

fields/boxes and their labelling, the auto-population of pick lists in electronic forms  ) 
● the association between the layout of the form and the way data captured by it is to be coded
● how descriptions (eg of occupation) provided by respondents in textual form are coded (eg through 

use of classification indexes)
● determining whether codes recorded in fields in records are valid, and providing labels associated 

with those fields when they are reviewed
● providing structure for basic edit checks (eg checking components sum to total where relevant)
● recoding data to translate from one classification/structure to another (eg as part of the “T” in an ETL 

- Extract, Transform, Load – process)
● informing other derivation and editing processes 
●  driving, through information about hierarchical relationships,

○ estimation processes
○ seasonal adjustment processes (managing components and totals)
○ secondary confidentialisation (eg ensuring confidential cells cannot be deduced through 

subtraction from totals of the other components of those totals)
○ supporting “drill down” (and “drill up”) in data mining, data analysis etc applications

● the labelling of data in publications and reports (eg the text of the label and/or the indenting or other 
formatting of labels based on their position within a hierarchy)   

Clearly a monumental level of effort, and a high risk of inconsistency, would be involved if the required codes, 
labels, hierarchies etc needed to be defined and maintained separately for

(x) each of the “classification related” structures associated with a particular set of data
○ in some cases (eg Population Census) there may be 100+ different simple and complex 

“classifications” associated with a single input data file
(y) each process step that includes some type of “classification related requirement” such as any one of 

the uses included in the previous list
(z) each statistical activity cycle (eg each iteration of each survey) for each statistical subject matter 

area (even where many classifications - eg geography, industry, occupation - are in common, at least 
at the conceptual design level, across many domains  

If, in a worst case scenario, the number of independently maintained “instances” approached x*y*z the 
situation would be clearly be untenable for a statistical agency with diverse, high volume throughput.   

Even were a relatively small fraction of this number of locally managed, inconsistently structured “instances” 
required to be maintained in practice, any statistical change (especially wide ranging ones such as the 
introduction of a new version of a statistical classification for, eg, Industry) would send huge and 
unpredictable shock waves through the system.

The current situation, and why it exists

The current situation experienced by the ABS is no where near as extreme as the worst case scenario 
described above in terms of separately defining and maintaining classification related information with 
massive levels of redundancy.  On the other hand, we are not as close to the best case scenario (a single 
authoritative source to maintain in a way that automatically flows through to all practical, systematic 
applications in statistical business processes for all relevant subject matter domains) as might be hoped.

A large part of the problem is that as systems were developed there wasn't an explicit – let along shared – 
detailed “information model” related to classificatory (or other) information.  For example, there were no 
common approaches to

● how long are codes allowed to be and what characters (eg commas, spaces, etc) are allowed to be 
included in them
○ do multiple code sets need to be supported?

● how long are labels allowed to be?
○ do multiple label sets need to be supported?

● do definitions, footnotes, other characteristics (eg start and end dates, units of measure) need to be 
supported?

● can the same category code (classification item code) appear at more than one level
● can there be multiple distinct paths through the hierarchy?

○ for example can two mutually exclusive sets of subtotals be created from the base data (ie 
where neither set of subtotals is a simple further aggregation of the other)?



In many cases particular business processes may be able to work successfully with, eg, up to 99% of the 
classifications from the corporate repository.  The 1% of classifications that are valid according to the 
repository and its services, but not valid for the process, can cause huge problems.  Many of the most 
complex and challenging classifications in terms of their representation in the repository are classifications 
that need to be used by multiple subject matter areas and processes.

Even if there was explicit definition of the locally supported information model, and its relationship with the 
information underpinning the corporate store, this could be used to identify in advance which classifications 
could and couldn't be shared.  In some cases this might even allow development of services that suitably 
“repackaged” classifications whose initial form fell outside the local information model.  (A practical example 
is an existing service that creates a concatenation of <original category code> and <classification level 
identifier> to create a synthetic code that is guaranteed not to appear on more than one level.)

As noted earlier, however, the local information model usually isn't explicit.  They are also very diverse, so 
creating specialised services to support every isolated, less commonly used, model is unlikely to be 
economic.

The two most significant alternatives to the main corporate store also support specialised attributes that are 
not supported by the corporate store at this time.  At the same time, however, these alternatives do not 
support all the structures recognised as classifications in the corporate store (and more broadly within the 
ABS).  While exchange and synchronisation methods are in place between these three key stores, to the 
extent possible, none of them currently has the ability to act as an authoritative source for all attributes 
related to all classifications.  Each of the existing stores is meeting some specialised business requirements 
that could not be met from the other repositories in their current form.

Before the ABS attempts to develop any future “classification super store”, with the aim of addressing this 
problem, there would need to be very careful consideration of how the information model for that store 
relates to the information models associated with various business process and with other metadata 
repositories.  Examples of the latter would include how the classification information model relates to

● value domains associated with data elements in our Data Element Registry
● code lists associated with dimensions and coded attributes for SDMX data structure definitions 

We have also learned the lesson that a very sophisticated (and complex) information model that can support 
the greatest range of possible requirements is not necessarily best.  A simpler (and certainly a standards 
aligned) model may prove much better, even if it means there also need for more “reference structures” (eg 
structure mappings. hierarchical code lists etc) to allow the simpler model to be useful in all circumstances.

In other words, the information model for classifications should not attempt to be “all things to all people” but 
rather should be designed to interoperate with other aspects of a wider “Corporate Information Model” or 
“High Level Reference Model”.

This comes back to the issue with “point” solutions noted in the introduction to this Attachment.  Trying to 
address statistical information management in regard to classifications in isolation may lead  to significant 
improvements on the current situation but it is unlikely to provide optimal results.  If we focus on 
classifications in isolation from other aspects of the “Corporate Information Model” we will tend to “overload” 
the modelling of classifications (because that's where we are allowing ourselves to contemplate changes). 
When we later come to progressively remodel other “statistical business objects” (eg survey collection 
instruments, questions and question modules or even a common standard for structural metadata associated 
with datasets) we will find we can't model them “cleanly” (and simply) without introducing overlap, 
redundancy and/or inconsistency in regard to the “overloaded” classification information model.
   

        

   

  


